
ATLAS



Minifix Shaft 
18 pieces

Minifix Head 
18 pieces

Dowel
18 pieces

Bingo mini 14 
pieces 

4*20 
Chipboard 

Screw
4 pieces

Artek 
connection 

plastic     
1 piece

6.3*19 YSB 
screw      

4 pieces

Tuna handle 
160mm   
3 pieces

Handle Screw 
22mm            

6 pieces

4*35 
Chipboard 

Screw
4 pieces

   ATLAS TABLE 180-200*90*75 DISASSEMBLED ACCESSORIES AND ASSEMBLY CHART

The minifix shaft is pinned to plastic plugs in all trays. 
The dowel is hammered into the empty holes located 
near the pinned holes. The front cover and the stand 
are attached to each other with minifix.

NOTE: The number of accessories may change when the product dimensions change.

The stand and covers of the product are connected to 
each other by fixing etagere stand to the module. 

The table top tray and etagere top tray are placed on 
the connected module and the minifixes are 
tightened with the help of a screwdriver. The two top 
trays are connected to each other by using an artek 
connection plastic and a 6.3 * 19 ysb screw.

The fixed front cover and the stand are connected 
with the minifiks.



The installed caisson is placed underneath the etagere. Optionally, the caisson drawers can be removed and 
tightened by inserting 4 * 35 screws from inner part to the stands and the top.  

ATLAS TABLE 180-200*90*75 ASSEMBLY CHART

NOTE: The number of accessories may change when the product dimensions change.



Minifix Shaft 
34 pieces

Minifix Head 
34 pieces

Dowel
36 pieces

Shelf Pin
-Crystal-
8 pieces

Bingo Mini
10 pieces 

4*35 
Chipboard 

Screw
6 pieces

Half Camel 
Hinge        

3 pieces

Half Camel 
Brake Hinge        

3 pieces
Butt Hinge      

2 pieces

Butt Brake 
Hinge      

2 pieces

3,5*18 
Chipboard 

Screw
40 pieces

Tuna Screw 
160mm            
5 pieces

Handle Screw 
22mm            

10 pieces

The minifix shaft is pinned to plastic plugs in all trays. 
The dowel is hammered into the empty holes located 
near the pinned holes. Base parts are fixed on the 
bottom tray by minifix with the help of a screwdriver. 
Bingo minis are pinned to m6 nuts located at the 
lower part. 

Pillars and short baffle are connected to each other 
with minifix. 

Attached parts are placed on the bottom tray and 
fixed

NOTE: The number of accessories may change when the product dimensions change.

Large baffles and side trays are placed and fixed with 
the help of a screwdriver. 

ATLAS BOOKCASE 200*40*103 DISASSEMBLED ACCESSORIES 



ATLAS BOOKCASE 200*40*103

NOTE: The number of accessories may change when the product dimensions change.

The backboard is inserted into side trays and 
backboard channels opened on the bottom tray. Shelf 
pins are attached and moving shelves are placed.

Top tray is placed and are tightened with the help of a 
screwdriver.

The butt hinges are connected to the body of the cabinet with 3.5 * 18 screws and the doors brought to the 
miter through the hinge. The handles are fixed on the doors by using 22mm button-head handle screws.  
Assembling is completed.



Minifix Shaft 
16 pieces

Minifix Head 
16 pieces

Dowel
16 pieces

Bingo Mini
4 pieces

Top tray is placed on the box and tightened by the 
help of a screwdriver.

NOTE: The number of accessories may change when the product dimensions change.

The minifix shaft is pinned to plastic plugs in the parts. 
The dowel is hammered into the empty holes. Bingo 
minis are pinned to m6 nuts where the products will 
touch the floor. 

ATLAS COFFE TABLE 70*50*42 DISASSEMBLED ACCESSORIES

30 mm parts are connected to each other. 

L-shaped parts are connected to each other to form a 
box.


